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"A well-tied tie is the first serious part of existence," quipped Oscar Wilde, a fashion genius who
could knot an ascot in addition to he could change a term. Whether you have often wanted to
master a traditional Windsor knot or just need to rustle up an acceptable bow tie, that is your
personal guide to dressing seriously well.Inside you'll find:* Step-by-step guidelines to knot
neckties for casual, office, and evening wear* Tailoring essentials for sartorial excellence*
Guidlines for matching cufflinks to t-shirts, foldng pocket squares, and other essential finishing
touches For ordinary people, there's How to Tie a Tie.
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This was a great little book that not merely showed you many different . There is also sections on
cuff links and lots of other helpful suggestions to help gentleman put together a polished outfit..
Four Stars Good read, well written, as is all of their material.. Sometimes you will discover the
same knot under different name or the same knot can have different instruction.. Canvas cover
was kind of faded A nice book that people gave as a gift. The trunk cover was damaged, but, as I
needed it for a graduation gift, I did not have time to return it. Five Stars I never knew that there
is so many methods to tie a tie. Now he wants bow ties. Excellent, compact book Compact,
charming book. Lots of into on ties and other things, but the diagrams are good. Makes a lovely
gift. Five Stars Purchased for Xmas present for teen in private school. A fascinating book. easy I
needed this publication,easy instructions Five Stars Good book. This was an excellent little book
that not only showed you many various ways to tie a tie, but also had lots of information about
various kinds of ties (wool, silk, knit etc), when and how each should, there is a color wheel to
help match clothes together, and a handy chart showing you what color shoes/belt to wear with
different color suits. My only complaint is that the canvas cover seemed a little faded. Another
three chapters presents various kinds knots, namely Classics knots (e. The 1st chapter teaches
about fundamental points, e.g. warm and chilly colors, materials and mixing patterns. useful
handbook Small, illuminative as well as useful book. The book was new, but the cover looked
"older. The Trinity, The Vank Wijk).g. The Four-in-Hands, The Prince Albert), and Bold knots (e.g.
The Windsor, The Half Windsor), Effortless knots (e. Book partially also deals with other areas of
men's wardrobe, such as The Bow Tie, types of Collars, Cufflinks, types of Jackets, types of Pocket
square folds, Footwear lacings, etc. Publication is helpful, contains both created instruction and
comprehensive photos, in order that it is definitely easy to follow step-by-step instructions. The
trunk cover was damaged, but, as I . Usually do not be concerned, you still will end up being
perfect!. Small, beneficial &g." Doesn't look good if it is a publication about how an effective
gentleman should dress.
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